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Morris Education Trust 

 
Meeting of the Trust Board  

 
Tuesday 8 August 2017  

 
7.30 am in the office of the Chief Executive Officer 

  
MINUTES 

 
Present: Martin Rigby (Chairman of Trust Board) (MR), David Jenkins (DJ), Alan 
Rodger (AR), Kate Brierton (KB), Joanne Garner (JG), Keith Thomson (KT), Rob 
Campbell (CEO), Fran Difranco (Director of Finance & Resources [DFR]) and 
Joe Greenway (Clerk).   

 
Other staff referred to in the Minutes are: 

• Strategic Project Director (SPD) 
• Business Support Manager (BSM) 

 
Abbreviations used: 

• MET - Morris Education Trust  
• IVC - Impington Village College 
• WVC – Witchford Village College 
• MET-L – MET Living Limited 
• MAT – Multi-Academy Trust 

 
1 Apologies for absence  
 

None. 
 

2 Declaration of Business Interests 
 

David Jenkins declared interests pertinent to his roles as County Councillor and 
Parish Councillor. 

 
3 Minutes of the meeting of 11 July 2017 
 

The Minutes of the meeting held on 11 July 2017 were agreed and signed as a 
correct record.  
 

4 Matters arising from the Minutes of 11 July 2017 
 

All actions of the meeting of 11 July 2017 are either done or will be reported on 
during this meeting other than: 
 

a. Governors’ meetings at WVC – AR reported that there is an evolving 
plan to move WVC forward.  The CEO reported that he would be 
meeting the Principal of WVC later in the week and also someone who 
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has expressed an interest in becoming a WVC governor the following 
week.  Trustees debated the progress made and agreed that MR and 
AR should meet with the current Chairman of Governors at WVC as 
soon as reasonably practicable    Action: MR/AR 
 
Trustees also agreed that there should be a MET re-launch at WVC 
next term to re-engage staff, parents and other stakeholders. 
       Action: CEO/AR/MR 
 

b. New Trustee Induction – This has now been rescheduled.   
         Action: CEO 

 
c. The Cavendish School – DJ reported that a schedule of review 

meetings has been established. 
 

d. Finance – The DFR reported that the budget for 2017-18 had been 
submitted to the Education Funding Agency by the closing date.  Prior 
to that he had met with JG and that they would both be meeting the 
Trust Auditors (MacIntyre Hudson) before the auditors commenced 
their work on the 2016-17 Financial Statements.  The DFR and JG 
asked trustees to consider the merit of establishing an Audit Committee 
of the Trust Board.  Trustees asked JG to give further consideration to 
this proposal and bring a recommendation to the Board at a future 
meeting.       Action: JG 

 
e. MET-L – MR advised that the CEO had, on behalf of the Trust Board, 

signed a resolution to change the name of Impington Sports Centre 
Limited to Morris Education Trust – Living Limited.  Other than 
changing the name, there were no other changes to the Articles of 
Association of the company.  The Trust was now in receipt of the new 
Certificate of Incorporation from Companies House.  The CEO 
requested that the Board consider extending secondment of the 
Strategic Project Director.  Trustees asked how this would affect her 
other roles in the Trust.  The CEO advised that the recently appointed 
Business Support Manager was now taking on some of the work 
previously undertaken by the SPD. 

 
Trustees approved the extension of the secondment of the SPD to the 
end of December 2017. 
 

f. Sixth Form Developments – The CEO gave a report on the progress 
made to date with the planned developments of the Sixth Form at IVC, 
all of which are of a confidential nature.  

 
Trustees were pleased with the progress made.  They advised that 
appropriate communication with local stakeholders about the 
developments need to be made in a timely manner. 

  Action: CEO/SPD/BSM 
 
MET Matters 
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9 MET Meetings in Public 
 

DJ referred Trustees to his paper, particularly the recommendations which were: 
 

1. MET and individual school governance information must be readily and easily 
accessible on the relevant websites.  This information must obviously be up-
to-date and accurate. 

2. Members, trustees and governors and their conflicts of interest must be 
identified.  Photographs and brief biographies should be given. 

3. It must be possible for interested parties to make contact with specific 
members, trustees and governors.  This needs to reflect the needs for 
individuals for personal safety and some degree of privacy. 

4. Minutes of all meetings must be posted promptly.  There must be a forward 
schedule of meetings and this must also be posted.  All bodies must meet in 
public at least once a year and this meeting must be included in the forward 
schedule and must be widely publicised 
 

The CEO advised that the BSM had been asked to address many of the above 
recommendations and that she was also reviewing the Academies Handbook to 
identify if there were any other compliance issues that fall under a similar remit.  
Trustees welcomed this and asked to be kept advised of progress. 
        Action: CEO/BSM/Clerk 

 
5 Evaluating the Trust 
 

The CEO referred trustees to his paper which gave three areas for consideration 
which were, in summary: 

• Support and Challenge 
• Data 
• Risk management 

 
(1) Develop Trust Board effectiveness in supporting and challenging MET 

Academies through more effective communication (including the model of 
governance framed in the Scheme of Delegation)  

 
Issues in this section the CEO was seeking opinions on were: 
 
• Has the Scheme of Delegation proved to be an effective one?  
• Is the Trust Board liaising and engaging with the Local Governing Bodies 

(LGB) effectively? 
• Are there any issues or revisions that might be needed for September?  
• Communication is critical and two-way: what has been done well and what 

needs to improve further? 
• A key tool for ‘communication’ is the CEO’s Report: how useful is this 

document and what revisions would trustees suggest for its improvement?   
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• One of the key areas of responsibility is for the Board and CEO to view the 
MET’s vision, aims and values, something that might be done periodically and 
with the one year anniversary approaching, how might the trust board 
effectively achieve this?  

 
Trustees debated the above points and confirmed how much they value the 
current reports produced by the CEO.  They raised such items as the relation of 
the report to the current Trust Development Plan, particularly as some items 
arise in-year and so are not in any plan but, nevertheless, occupy considerable 
amounts of time for MET staff.  Trustees confirmed they would welcome 
progress reports against published timescales for the high-level work streams 
the Trust is engaged in.   
 
Trustees also discussed whether too many topics are raised at Trust Board 
meetings and whether these meetings should focus on fewer topics that get 
more in-depth treatment. 
 
Trustees expressed satisfaction with the current Scheme of Delegation.  They 
advised that LGBs are asked for their opinion of the SoD and also how they 
perceive the quality of communication between themselves and the MET. 
         Action: CEO/Clerk 
 

(2) Make use of smarter data to inform accountability  
 
Issues in this section the CEO was seeking opinions on were: 
 
• To what extent does the current Data Dashboard enable the Board to have an 

appropriate view of the schools in the Trust and to hold the CEO to good 
account?   

• Does it enable the full breadth of the individual school’s work and outcomes to 
be evaluated?  

• During discussions last year, the CEO mentioned ‘School on a Page’ (SOAP) 
and suggested the Trust Board might develop the ‘AAAG’ (Academy at a 
Glance) as a model for MET.  The CEO referred Trustees to relevant 
documents.  

 
Trustees agreed with the CEO that the current Data Dashboard, whilst excellent, 
is too detailed for their purposes and will be increasingly so as the Trust 
increases in size.  They were positive about the AAAG example and asked the 
CEO to explore developing this model, advising that a split of 80% academic 
data and 20% financial data be a target to aim for each individual AAAG report.  
The CEO confirmed that he will discuss the format of any new AAAG with the 
college Principals.       Action: CEO 
 

(3) Build the right culture of risk management (including introducing an effective 
risk register) 
 
Issues in this section CEO was seeking opinions on were: 
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• What has the Trust Board learnt from the joining of WVC that it needs to take 
into account as part of due diligence for further joiners? 

• Does the model offered provide a good model for developing in use in MET? 
What might be used that has applicability for MATs regardless of size? 

• What further processes need to be applied to ensure the Trust Board 
manages risk effectively within MET?  
 

Trustees debated the management of risk and concluded that this was best 
moved forward by the CEO and KT having a more detailed discussion about how 
the four or five key risks can be identified and presented to the Trust Board.  
Items for discussion could include the merits of establishing a Trust Risk 
Committee.        Action: CEO/KT 
 
Trustees were mindful that a key risk is the current size of the Trust and that it 
needs to grow more to ensure financial stability.  Any risk register must link to 
the financial statements.  
 
Regarding the lessons from WVC joining the Trust, the DFR led a discussion on 
non-negotiables and flexibility for future schools joining the Trust.  Trustees 
supported the DFR and would welcome an opportunity to review more closely 
any future partner evaluation/due diligence process/documentation.  

Action: CEO/DFR 
 

6 MET-L Developments 
 
 Covered under Matters arising from the Minutes. 

 
7 Sixth Form Developments 
 

Covered under Matters arising from the Minutes. 
 

8 The Cavendish School Developments 
 

Covered under Matters arising from the Minutes. 
 

10 Exception Reporting 
 

• Health & Safety 
 
The DFR reported that Health and Safety audits would soon be taking 
place at both IVC and WVC and that a summary would be presented to 
the Trust Board when available. 

 
 There were no other matters to report. 
 
11 AoB 

 
 None. 

The meeting closed at 9.15 am. 
 


